RPM Pizza: How One Company
Improved Cash Processes and
Security with AMSEC Smart Safes

COMPANY OVERVIEW
• Largest Domino’s franchise in the U.S.
• Over 175 locations in 5 states

PROBLEM

One of the best things I
like about AMSEC is their
customer service. Unlike my previous safe
vendor, AMSEC has been extremely
attentive to our needs and has a “let’s see
what we can do to help you with that” type
of attitude. It’s very refreshing and has
made my job that much easier.

Security, Time and Service
• With over 175 restaurants, Controller Jeanne Quesenberry was
facing a recurring problem of theft and security for her team
members.
• Managers were making upwards of three trips per day to the
bank to deposit the growing amount of cash sales. Several of
the locations were open late into the night and faced
recurring instances of robberies and theft.
• Jeanne’s previous smart safe provider was unresponsive due
to limited contact options leading to unacceptable delays and
extreme frustration.

SOLUTION

The CashWizard
Smart Safe by AMSEC

The CashWizard Smart
Safe allowed us to vastly improve
• The CashWizard Smart Safe by AMSEC offered Jeanne
our security procedures and cash
increased security and mitigated theft by limiting the
number of hands that touched the cash as it made its
management practices. It offered far
journey from till to bank.
more value than our previous smart
safe company! We have saved over
• The AMSEC Cloud provided remote access to all safes so that
$500k/yr.
the RPM Pizza team could check daily cash deposits and access
other cash data critical reconciliation and the business.

• Eliminating manual cash counts and automating with the smart
safe allowed managers to spend more time focusing on the
business.
• Bye, bye counterfeit pens! The advanced counterfeit
detection feature on the smart safe bill reader gave
employees a more effective tool to detect bad bills.
• AMSEC’s commitment to customer service provided
RPM Pizza help any time needed, 24 hours a day, seven
days a week and 365 days a year.

